
             400 Must-have words for the TOEFL Book 

1-     The farmer abandon the cultivation after aggregate 

precipitation of intense fertilization and adverse irrigation they 

obtain, which effect the photosynthesis in the plants. 

                                                                          

2-      The impact of catastrophic flood and famine plunge the 

collision of our anticipation about eruption, unleash our idea to 

preserve our work despite the obstacles.  

 

3-     The best physical features of this diverse migration that they 

inherent the adaptation and surviving from their ancestor by 

eating wild plants and raw meat, which support evolution 

process-theory.  

 

4-      Our elementary stable reservoir shrunk and depleted after 

emission contamination so, we disposed it to extinct the effect of 

emission and made some new constraint to avoid it again. 

 

5-      The professor said that by maximize the denominator of the 

fraction they are trying to adjust the proportion of this 

infinitesimal mount of gold which parallel with the arbitrary 

exponential rate of money sequence. 

 

6-     They are feasibly overlap the cat gut structure to be adjacent to 

lung to compress the seep and retain its integral health with the 

help of this accurate surgeon.  



7-      Expeditiously, they implement the simulation of this innovative 

installation to maintain our equipment by detecting corrosion, 

which his idea drive from how blood circulate work. 

 

8-     By knowing the time of solar rotation accurately, we will reach 

to the source or the nucleus of component trigger the 

combustion, which its smell permeate and conveyed all the forest.  

 

 

9-     Intuitively, she intervene to degrade the gap and retrieve her 

only son after the great recession, as people said, indisputably this 

woman acquire anomaly conscious. 

 

10- Which road you will be inclined to? Will you become 

agnostic, animism, atheist or pious- deify and exalt God beside 

sacrifice your life for God. You must have deep contemplation 

before you choose.  

 

11- He persist in studying forensic and fatal disease, although his 

terminal vein was fatally wounded as shown in prognosis and this 

work will aggregate his vein and let him decrepit.  

 

12- This angry obese contest the complicated procedures of this 

certifiably hospital toward the augmentation and implantation 

operation, as he said it the cure is simple after they inject you 

some anesthesia it took only three hours and you wake up with a 

scar.  

 

 



 

13- He hope to be self-perpetuating, so after meditation he 

invoke God to get rid of this horror phantom who haunt him 

instead of going to psychic and his divination which depend on 

astrology and the help of intermediary.  

 

14- The assimilation of this saga make me understand the 

folklore about cremation rite of domestics swan relic, then 

fossilize his vestige ritually to conquer the enemy. 

 

15- Our hope is to make amendment to counter de facto notion 

of prejudiced, oppression and bias that burden our people into 

challenging the prevailing paradigm of discrimination.  

 

16- According to our erudite genetic professor they distinctly 

hope to fortify the curriculum from secular and tend to be more 

parochial, so they suspend the previous roster with rigor and by 

joining the new term it means you implicitly agreed to this idea. 

 

17- According to the alternative strategy of our General, when 

the short cease fire of the battle stop, he will mobilize big ratio of 

his allegiance solider in the trenches to cover the artillery attack 

and after he won the battle he ranked to Marshal through the 

hierarchy of the army. 

 

18- The apex violation of that conquest is that after collapse of 

their enemy which resist more than a month, they devise a way to 

cross the river by annex their enemy body separately to be a 

bridge and that is not invasive or prevailing among any civilization.  

 



19- Chronologically, the consequence of reconciliation of the 

treaty coincide with diminish in the core of longitude milieu 

estimation, which make us think of Orwellian. 

 

20- The net per capita after the decline of equity during inflation 

is so little, so the company budget allocate $125 million to subside 

the most valuable commodities and put tangible regulation to this 

crises.    

 

21- The hope of this group of working class is to prosper and 

become elite in that affluence community with luxury life belong 

to privileged nobility class and compensate the impoverishment 

years full with accumulated debts.  

 

 

 

22- The proprietor of this building raise the lease of his asset 

after he acquire the best bodyguards in the city, jointly take the 

liability of safeguard his asset from any hazardous than his 

previous solo guard, now it was assessed with $10 million. 

 

23- After this enterprising industrious ordered to resign without 

any compensation or merit that gave us incentive to exploit our 

marginal work and promote ourselves to be more dynamic.  

 

24- This entrepreneur and that intrepid merchant put a reward 

to the best prototype attached to shuttle able to extract and distill 

oil from space. There are no haggle (bargain) about the reward, it 

will be distributed proportionally among the winning team.  

 



25- According to the poll, the authority policy bitterly criticize 

the coalition between the contest candidate and suspicious 

groups in the election, so they advocate a referendum before the 

inauguration day.  

 

26- Allegedly, the civil suit suspect, accuse and convict Jhon 

because of his continuous traffic offense and it took the jury only 

30 minute to reach a verdict of “guilty” as his peer witness on his 

offensive acts. 

 

27- Intrusively, this bureaucratic inquiry is the only evidence 

that condemn and ascertain the apprehension of Jhon after seize 

his private home, as this type of explosion implicate him 

according to some evidence connected with previous surveillance.  

 

28- Contrary or versus to most analysis of this suspicious crime, I 

objectively hypothesize that Jhon tolerate a lot of humiliation as 

result he assail the bank by impair the surveillance cameras, that 

can be inference from all that damage. 

 

29- The scandal of bribery cynically unmask and erode the 

prevalent integrity of the headquarter officials, so they are trying 

to evade the grotesque misuse of power by reform some laws. 

 

30- The deviant pirate abduct the ship, detain its leaders and 

coerce them villainy into distort the reputation of the king as 

smuggler but at last they apprehend and fall in predicament. 

 



31- By subtly change the residual traces of potent marijuana 

interdict the formation of the cartel juxtapose to CIA, which make 

the addict to modify misconception of concentrated heroin.  

 

32- I share your sentiments about Billy siblings and their kin 

claim to be a descendant of legitimate ancestral and that their 

grandparent inherent cohesion and proximity.  

 

33- The solidarity of clique bond in common fluctuate such as 

affection associate with your exclusive girl whom you are more 

willing to confide more than a friend.    

 

34- Now the proliferation of devotion, loyal and passion in the 

past is vanished that engender complex dilemma of despondent 

people as everything in relationship depend on reciprocity. 

 

35- The antipathy toward this obnoxious, arrogant boss who 

berate and humiliate in vitriolic way stigmatize the feeling of the 

staff to him as they are contemptuous and despise him without 

any feeling of shame. 

 

36- The manipulation of this delinquency adolescent 

hypocritically cause conflict by making fringe worker rebel against 

status quo and this is the apex of hedonistic.  

 

37- From my perspective, the esthetically dimension of 

spectrum portrayal depict intrinsic abstraction from the context 

rather than realism.  

 



38- The ambiguous advent of this ingenious denote that he 

could decipher this symbolic inscription and turn it to phonetic, 

has a connotation that he is not illiterate.  

 

39- The charismatic of this amateurish cast is improvisation 

during the skit, Because of their zeal they turn from incompetent 

medium to a cast can perform hilarious gala. 

 

40- The striking bulk of Jhon athletic body inhibit his vanity 

trend vulnerable people as his exotic capricious minimize him and 

become cumbersome.  

 


